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Abstract— This paper reports about the survey of various
techniques available in an encryption and also in compression
technique. It is mainly analyzing the existing encoding and
compressed cryptosystem together as a literature survey. It is
also discussed about the security issues of using various
encryption technique and compression technique to reduce the
size of plain text as well as to increase the transmission speed of
plain text from one end to other end. This survey analyses
several encryption technique, compression technique and also
various literature paper so that it provides an idea for efficient
integrated methods using compressed crypto system for future
work .

encodes the entire message into a single number, a
fraction n where (0.0 ≤ n < 1.0).
To enhance the strength of cryptosystem, public key
and private key encryption techniques can be used in an
efficient way. It is used to encrypt the plain text which is
converted into cipher text and the cipher text will be
decrypted into original plain text when it reaches the other
end. RSA is a well known public key algorithm to encrypt the
plain text and the private key algorithm uses a single key for
both encryption and decryption whereas public key algorithm
uses encryption key and decryption key.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Index Terms— Arithmetic encoding, BWT, Huffman
Algorithm, RC4, RSA.

I. INTRODUCTION
Security is an important concern while transferring the
plain text from one end to other end. In order to protect the
plain text from unauthorized person, the cryptographic
methods namely public key and symmetric key methods are
used. The symmetric key is otherwise called single key or
private key cryptography.
As the increasing demand of information storage during data
transfer, the data compression is very important to reduce the
file size. The technique, data compression is used to reduce
the file size. When large files are to be transferred over
networks, the compression technique is very useful if the file
size is more than the capacity of data storage. Before
compression the encoding of plain text will protect the file
from hacking or damaging the plaintext.
The two common entropy encoding techniques are Huffman
encoding and Arithmetic encoding.
Huffman coding is a lossless data compression
algorithm in which the length of assigned variable-length
codes are based on the frequencies of corresponding
characters. The most frequent character gets the smallest
code and the least frequent character gets the largest code.
Arithmetic coding is a lossless data compression in which
it is used in the form of entropy encoding. It differs from
other forms of entropy encoding, such as Huffman coding. It
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Tarek M.Mahmoud [1] proposed an efficient
technique of hybrid compression with encryption for
securing of SMS in symbian operating system. This
technique uses the compression and encryption technique so
that SMS sent through mobiles can be made secure. Here,
RSA based encryption technique is used to reduce the
eavesdropping but encryption increases the size of the text
message, hence bandwidth is not utilized.
Cheng-Kang Chu, Wen Tao Zhu [2] proposed
technique regarding secure subscription of mobile in
sensor-encrypted data. In SMS-SED, a node or a mobile
device stores a secret key of size independent of the total
number of sensor nodes and time periods.
Muhammad Fahad Khan, Saira Beg and Humayun
Rehman[3] implemented a new technique of transmission of
compresses audio through SMS. SMS cannot be used for
transfer of audio data since SMS may contain less bandwidth.
Hence the idea is to compress the audio signal data into text
and compresses so that it will not take much of the bandwidth
and data is transferred to the receiver through SMS.
Anita Singhrova, Dr.Nupur Prakash[4] provides a
new technique in the field of mobile communication. In this
technique, analysis of various security protocols in mobiles
has been proposed. The various encryption and
authentication technique needed during the transmission of
data from mobiles has been implemented.
Stephan Rein, Clemens Guhmann[5] implemented
compression of text data in mobiles. It provides a low
complexity based arithmetic coding compression of the text
transferred through Mobiles.
Abu Shamim Mohammad Arif[6] implemented an
enhanced static data compression on short messages. It
explains a new technique of data compression on Bengali
short messages for the small devices using the concept of
masking and dictionary. The technique implemented here is
an efficient technique especially for the short Bengali
messages.
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Iwan Handoyo Putro, Petrus Santoso [7] proposed a
new technique of data compression which is based on
arithmetic encoding. It explains the limitations of the
message length is presented and a solution of how we can
send more than 160 characters in the message.
Dorward and Quinlan [8] proposed a robust data
compression of network packets with different compression
algorithms to improve the performance of packet networks.
They concluded that speed is important when compressing
network packets, especially if the bandwidth is large when
compared to the available computational capacity.
Shanmugasundaram and Lourdusamy [9] described
different statistical compression algorithms as well as
benchmarks comparing the algorithms. They focused with
algorithms based on LZ77 and LZ78.
The Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) is one of the
most popular encryption techniques widely used in
communication [10]. But the main disadvantage of LFSR
based structure is its vulnerability to attack due to inherent
linearity in the structure .
Majid Bakhtiari and MohdAizainiMaarof [11] ,
designed an efficient stream cipher algorithm to generate
115 random bits in one round of process which increase the
resistance of process in front of Berlekamp-Massey,
algebraic and correlation attacks. But, many computers are
not able to generate random bits efficiently.
RC4[12] is an important stream cipher in software
application. The first weakness of RC4 is that a large number
of bits of initial permutation which is determined by a small
subset of key bytes. The second weakness is a key
vulnerability, if a part of key is exposed to the attacker.
Biham and Seberry[13], presented a method called
Rolling Arrays which contain variable rotations and
permutations. But, the disadvantage is that the total 256 keys
must be accumulated for initial permutation and the plain
text is not encoded. The key stream is not depending on the
plain text to be encrypted.
An efficient key-pooled RC4 stream cipher is suggested
by Kim et al.[14] for secure transmission of multimedia files
in the wireless mobile network. In this method, a IBM-sized
key stream pool is used with 32,768 key stream frames for
every client device in the registration step is gen erated. It is
more secured than the normal RC4. But, the drawback is the
number of keys to be stored is huge.
In[15], Sreelaja and Pai recommended an Ant colony
optimization(ACO) method for creation of key stream which
is used to distribute the characters in the plain text for
encryption. Artificial Ant‘s which do not discover
counterparts with real ants and the encryption time is higher
due to the phenomenon deposition is problem dependent. It
does not reproduce real ant‘s performance.
Data Compression Methodologies for Lossless Data and
Comparison between Algorithms presented by S.Porwal,
Y.Chaudhary, J.Joshi, M.Jain[16]. They compared the
performance of Huffman and Arithmetic encoding. After
comparison of two techniques they concluded that the
compression ratio for arithmetic encoding is better than the
Huffman encoding and also found that the channel
bandwidth and time is reduced much better than Huffman

encoding. But the compression speed is very less in
arithmetic encoding than the Huffman coding.
U.Khurana and A.Koul[17] provides Text Compression
And Superfast searching and they proved that it is an
efficient technique providing high compression ratios and
faster search through the text.
S.Kaur and V.S.Verma[18] implemented a Design and
Implementation of LZW Data Compression Algorithm.The
author has implemented a finite state machine by using LZW
data compression algorithm and he proved that text data is
effectively compressed.
A Data Compression using Huffman based LZW
Encoding Technique is presented by Md. Rubaiyat
Hasan[21] for transmitting a digital image from a digital data
source to a digital data receiver. The author has proved that it
provides better transmission speed and saves time.
Rajan.S.Jamgekar et.al[19] implemented a File
Encryption and Decryption Using Secure RSA. It shows that
MREA algorithm is used to encrypt files and transmit
encrypted files to other end where it is decrypted. But it
works for smaller file size whereas it takes more time for
larger file size.
In [20], Monisha Sharma et.al described about a novel
Approach of Image Encryption and Decryption by using
partition and Scanning Pattern. The author has proposed a
lossless encryption of image and also gives access to variable
lengths of the encryption keys.
In [22], Imad Khaled Salah et.al analyzed that no attack
algorithm can break RSA cryptosystem in efficient manner.
Most attacks appear to be result of misuse of the system or
bad choice of parameters.
Fenwick.P[23],describes that the use of conventional
pre-defined variable length codes or universal codes and
shows that they too can give excellent compression. The
paper also describes a ‗sticky Move-to-Front‘ modification
which gives a useful improvement in compression for most
files. They proved that higher the compression ratio, more
efficient is the algorithm.
Moumita Pal, P.Maji[24], shown that the image
compression has proved to be a valuable technique as one
solution and also the images those are compressed by A
Block-sorting Lossless Data Compression Algorithm
technique called Burrows-Wheeler Algorithm. Based on the
result, it can be specified that after the decompression of the
algorithm the data which compressed by the algorithm can be
returned at almost lossless condition to their original data.
R.R.Baruah,V.Deka1,M.P.Bhuyan[25], shows that the
performance analysis of BWCA transformation algorithms
along with the proposed method are done for different text
files of different size. They proved that higher the
compression ratio, more efficient is the algorithm.
III. CONCLUSION
From the existing literature, it is found that no authors
have proposed an integrated approach for encoded
compressed cryptosystem, thus an integrated approach
termed as LECCRS (Lucas Encoding based Compressed
CRyptoSystem) is proposed for future research wherein
which for encoding a new Lucas coding is analyzed for
encoding the plain text to create an intermediate plain text,
for compression the lossless variable length Huffman coding
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is considered and in performing encryption, RSA encryption
with varying block size to enhance the security.
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